Summary of Comments about ILO Online Survey and Slo Online System

1) Post ILOs in classroom
   Have ILO survey made a part of classroom activity—increase number of students.
   Seminar was great!

2) It would be a good idea to get faculty feedback/input about the seven ILOs.

3) (ILOs) – Student assessments should be given to instructors to assess students in class (hard copy) just like CTEA funds.

   # Pages handout—(agenda packet)

4) Assessments—are done in two stages, written and practical

5) Assessment—
   1. 12% response is (?) invalid
   2. Need at least 50% for valid criteria
   3. Make the ILO as a class assignment
   4. Then refine the survey questions

6) Give student outcomes survey in-class (How do we know which of our students have had 30 or more units?)

7) Give the survey to more students. The results may not be accurate with such low numbers. Also, please include questions related to student services.

8) PLEASE provide a sample of an S.L.O. for Student Services areas. Example:
   Financial Aid Programs
   Admissions & Records
   Counseling Programs including DSPS and EOPS
   Thank You!

9) Counseling uses a survey to evaluate its SAOs.

10) Faculty should post their rubrics on their web page.

11) Would it be possible to list the students who have been selected to be assessed in alphabetical order. This would help a lot.
12) Can the survey be done during finals as part of each class? Then students can also indicate which class they are in for more data categories and a deeper understanding of which courses support ILOs?

13) SLO online site is easy to use

14) Double Check that instructors have access to the system.

15) Add “ALL” input for sample size.

16) “ALL” option—tied to the DEC

Access to results of surveys. Our students have taken the survey but we do not know how to access the results.

Survey specific to a discipline would be helpful in assessing our discipline SLOs.

17) There needs to be a DATE that would post the last time course SLOs have been updated so it stays aligned w/curriculum update.

18) Online SLO System Suggestion: Should be able to correct rubric after initiate assessment instead of starting over.

19) More incentive to get students to participate in the survey. Perhaps some extra credit or make it an assignment?

20) 1. Include all students in the SLO.
2. ILO => why was the student response so low? Only 12%?
3. It would be interesting to see the views of those who did not return the surveys.
4. Why didn’t they finish and submit?

21) Can we please have extended training on creating rubrics and editing existing rubrics. Thank you.